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As every picture is different, sometimes the time 
required for editing an image exceeds a certain limit
and therefore additional costs may apply.

In the following pages you will find examples of image 
editing complexities to better understand when and 
why we sometimes need to adapt the price.

Edges
When the edges of the object are not distinct 
or sharp and blend in with the background.

Following characteristics 
affect the clipping process:

Background
When the object can’t easily be 
differentiated from the background.

Quantity
When due to a higher count of objects, 
processing gets more time consuming. 

Shapes
Intricate shapes or forms that are more 
time consuming than standard processing.
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*All prices are excluding VAT and per image doopic.com          info@doopic.com          +49 (0)30 220 120 855

Standard category

+ Alpha channel mask 0.20 €

Price for clipping*
Base price  0.80 €*    +    Clipping  0.20 €*    =     1 €*
Base price is reduced to 0.70 €* for orders with 100 - 249, to 0.60 €* for orders with 250 - 499 images and to 0.50 €* for orders with 500+ images
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*All prices are excluding VAT and per image doopic.com          info@doopic.com          +49 (0)30 220 120 855

Category A

Price for clipping*
Base price  0.80 €*    +    Clipping  0.20 €*    +    Category Surcharge 1 €*    =    2 €*
Base price is reduced to 0.70 €* for orders with 100 - 249, to 0.60 €* for orders with 250 - 499 images and to 0.50 €* for orders with 500+ images

+ Alpha channel mask 0.20 €

EdgesBackgroundShapes Quantity
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*All prices are excluding VAT and per image doopic.com          info@doopic.com          +49 (0)30 220 120 855

Category B

Price for clipping*
Base price  0.80 €*    +    Clipping  0.20 €*    +    Category Surcharge 2 €*    =    3 €*
Base price is reduced to 0.70 €* for orders with 100 - 249, to 0.60 €* for orders with 250 - 499 images and to 0.50 €* for orders with 500+ images

+ Alpha channel mask 0.20 €

EdgesBackgroundShapes Quantity
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*All prices are excluding VAT and per image doopic.com          info@doopic.com          +49 (0)30 220 120 855

Category C

Price for clipping*
Base price  0.80 €*    +    Clipping  0.20 €*    +    Category Surcharge 3 €*    =    4 €*
Base price is reduced to 0.70 €* for orders with 100 - 249, to 0.60 €* for orders with 250 - 499 images and to 0.50 €* for orders with 500+ images

+ Alpha channel mask 0.20 €

EdgesBackgroundShapes Quantity
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*All prices are excluding VAT and per image doopic.com          info@doopic.com          +49 (0)30 220 120 855

Price for clipping*
Base price  0.63 €*    +    Clipping  0.20 €*    +    Individual category surcharge*
Base price is reduced to 0.70 €* for orders with 100 - 249, to 0.60 €* for orders with 250 - 499 images and to 0.50 €* for orders with 500+ images

Individual category

+ Alpha channel mask 0.20 €

EdgesBackgroundShapes Quantity
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doopic.com          info@doopic.com          +49 (0)30 220 120 855*Category surcharge - All prices are excluding VAT and per image

COMPLEXITY EXAMPLE IMAGES ALPHA MASK**

+1 €*

+2 €*

+3 €*

Category overview

**Alpha mask is an extra option (see explanation on page 9)

Price quote will be 
provided individually
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*All prices are excluding VAT and per image doopic.com          info@doopic.com          +49 (0)30 220 120 855

Alpha channel masking

What is alpha 
channel masking?

Alpha channel masking is a special clipping 
technique. It is necessary whenever the motive has 
furry fabrics, hairy edges, or similar. When clipping 
models with hair, this option is almost always 
required. Other examples are feathers, fur, etc.

This extra is charged 
with 0.20 € per image


